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C A S E S TU DY

PROJEC T SUMMARY

MyFaith Network is a social app
connecting people in local church
communities in the USA. It includes
a search engine with many categories
as well as an advanced chat system.

Our challenge was to ﬁnd a solution for MyFaith Network,
a Christian organization on the West Coast, that will help acquiring
new members and give them the opportunity to connect, talk
and meat each other in an easy and user-friendly way. All those
guidelines brought us an idea to create a mobile app based on
advanced serach engine and extended chat options.
MyFaith Network app is full of elaborate social app functionalites,
from creating detailed user proﬁles, including photo galleries,
and searching through them to video chats and group messages.
The app has also a self and convinient on-line donations module.

“

“

I am very happy with their performance. Ready4S was very good
at creating schedules with milestones, and keeping me updated
on them. They completed every task at the promised time

- Randy Kennison, CEO at Faith Organization

CLIENT’S OPINION
AN INTERVIEV WITH CLIENT BY CLUTCH.CO

BACKGROUND
Please describe your organization.
We are a social network.

What is your position?
I am the owner.

What business challange were you trying to adress with Ready4S?
My objective is to bring a site-based community into the 21st century.

SOLUTION
Please describe the scope of their involvement in greater detail.
Ready4S provided iOS and Android mobile app development, and web design
services for us.

How did you come to work with Ready4S?
We found them through a service called AppFutura, which provides
ranking lists of app developers.

Could you provide a sense of the size of this
initiative in ﬁnancial terms?
The total development cost was between $10,000 and $50,000.

What is the status of this engagement?
The work is complete. The app has not been launched yet.

RESULTS & FEEDBACK
Could you share any statistics or metrics from this engagement?
They delivered a great application on time and on budget. We are
happy and so are the users.

How did Ready4S perform from a project management standpoint?

“

I'm very satisﬁed with their performance. Ready4S was very good at creating
schedules with milestones, and keeping me updated on them. They completed
every task at the promised time.

“

They delivered a great application
on time and on budget.

What distinguishes Ready4S from other providers?
They're very good at keeping the client posted on progress.
There are no surprises whatsoever. I was never worried that my app
was not going to be delivered.

Is there anything Ready4S could have improved or done differently?
I don't think so. They seem to have the experience and knowledge necessary
to complete projects successfully, actually educating me on how these
undertakings should be approached.
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